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1 Or, St. Matthew chapter 11, verse 29 
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We present our many thanks to Our God-Father 
and to Our King of Kings, to His Imperial 

Majesty, HAILE SELLASSIE I’s Kingdome in the 
Glorious name of Iyesus Kristos, Our Saviour – 

Our Lord of Lords.

AMEN AND AMEN.
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The original intent of HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY, HAILE
SELLASSIE FIRST, whose utterances are contained 
elsewhere, according to the first publication’s foreword 
note, We also herein affirm likewise, namely that: “Any 
portion of this Book could be reproduced by any process 
without permission.”
We are a CHURCH OF RASTAFARI, and therefore a 
noncommercial interest that may reproduces portions of 
books or entire volumes for the Education and Fine-Arts
development of Our people, the ETHIOPIAN-HEBREWS at 
home and abroad. We ask only that, when reproducing 
text from this book, please include the following credit 
line: “From ETHIOPIC DIDASCALIA, translated from the 
Ethiopic [Ge’ez language] by J.M. Harden; reprinted 
and re-published in a new edition by the Lion of Judah 
Society. Imperial permission granted in advance.” 
All English-language scripture quotations, unless 
otherwise noted, are taken from the King James Version 
of the 1611 A.D. Holy Bible [KJV]. 
All Amharic-language scripture quotations, unless 
otherwise noted, are taken the Emperor’s Bible, the 
1961/2 A.D. Authorized H.I.M. HAILE SELLASSIE I
Revised Amharic Bible [RAB]. 
Published by THE LION OF JUDAH SOCIETY,
www.lojsociety.org 
Our mission is to bring good tidings, that publisheth peace; 
that bringeth good tidings of good, that saith to Zion, Thy God 
reigneth. – Isaiah 52:7  

Printed in the United States of America. 
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OUR PREFACE TO THIS NEW PRINTING & OUR
FIRST EDITION:

There are a number of rare and recently recovered 
books and documents, including Ancient MSS of 
highly significant value, especially to all of us who 
are diligent students and faithful disciples of THE 
REVELATION OF THE RAS TAFARI, in particular those 
persons, irrespective of race, class and creed who are 
sincerely interested in furthering their studies into 
many of the related subject matters that often 
embraces a wide range of topical and academic 
themes, namely – the ETHIOPIC [GE’EZ] and 
AMHARIC languages, Ancient manuscripts, biblical, 
apocryphal and even so-called “pseudepigraphal,” or 
early translations of the history, culture and origins of 
the uniquely and indigenous Ethiopian [Tewahedo]
Orthodox Church and their evident Black Jewish [or, 
Beta Israel], i.e. Ethiopian-Hebraic roots and culture 
of the Highland civilization located at, what one early 
African traveler termed – the “Source of the Nile” – 
just to briefly name a very few of the more generally 
defined categories into which these topics are often 
classified arbitrarily, here and there. We, for our part, 
have inquired, searched and re-discovered a host of 
these documents and found it necessary to the 
Society of His Majesty to present them to the new 
and future generations for their possession, benefit 
and knowledge of self. 
Over time, it has been noted, many of the older, in 
some cases better and definitely earlier writings, 
translations and Scholarly researches have been taken 
off of the library shelves, subsequently buried, 
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purposely misplaced, hidden from public view and 
not easily accessible to the great majority of those, 
like ourselves, who have sought them everywhere we 
could. It is chiefly due to the new technology, that is 
the internet and the increased distribution of 
postscript document files online, Google.com being 
an ideal and ready example of the point being made 
here; we have been able to locate, retrieve and once 
again redistribute these original facsimiles again to a 
wider audience and readership, especially this – 
SELECTED SPEECHES OF H.I.M.
If knowledge is power, then we deduce that lack of 
the same is virtually tantamount to slavery of the 
spirit, soul and in its due course the body. History 
bears witness to this; it is without controversy. In 
order to remedy this current “lack of information” 
that too often leads to an increase of ignorance, error 
and envy, we have decided it a priority to officially 
reprint and republish some of the various texts, books 
and manuscripts from our archives and collection, 
many of them for the first time. The bulk of these 
books have not seen the light of day since they were 
originally printed by their initial authors and 
respective printing presses; often only limited run of 
copies were formerly put into circulation to begin 
with, mostly exclusively deposited in university 
libraries, scholarly archives and private collections.  
Thus, for now, this brief foreword and similar 
introductory statements will be prefaced to all of our 
new series of publications and attached to the newer 
reprints of the selected books and documents being 
made available by the Lion of Judah Society 
Publishers. May the Almighty bless and prosper the 
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works of our hands and the intent of our heart for the 
gospel of Christ in His Kingly character, our Divine 
Heritage and in the furtherance of the dissemination 
of the “ancient Ethiopian culture” to our sisters and 
brothers, at home and abroad. AMÊN.

RAS IADONIS TAFARI2                                                              
Chairman, LOJS                  
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION & FINE-ARTS

c. 25th Novemeber, 2011 
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REVELATION CHAPTER 5, VERSE 5             
“And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the 
Lion of the tribe of Juda, the Root of David, hath 
prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.”

                                                     
2 Alius dictus, Debtera: Rasiadonis Tafari, A Sometime Scholar of LOJS' Black 
Christ College; H.I.M. HAILE SELLASSIE I University in Exile [USA], An Ethiopian-
Hebrew Scholar; and Keeper of the Department of Ethiopic & Amharic Antiquities in 
the Black Lion Museum, USA-ET. 
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PUBLISHERS FOREWORD:

As HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY HAILE SELASSIE FIRST
said, “The history of the Ethiopian people is long, 
and in this history which became Christian the 
earliest, the early education of Ethiopians was based 
on Christian teachings and the Bible.”
For those who of us who have a more factual, honest 
and spiritual interpretation of His life, His Majesty is 
a faithful and true symbol of African (Black) 
redemption, both spiritually and temporally; Our 
Ethiopic (and, Amharic) Language, and its 
reclamation is an essential aspect of our liberation 
efforts (Zephaniah 3:9-10; St. Mark 16:17).  
However, the True Faith of the Ethiopic Church of 
Christ, that we know as the Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahedo Church, is based upon the Apostles’ 
Doctrine, called in the Common Greek (Koine) if the 
first century, the Didascalia3 is an invaluable 
resource for us, the called, faithful and chosen 
followers of the Father and the Son, being revealed in 
and through HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY HAILE 
SELLASSIE FIRST, the King of kings of Ethiopia and 
Our Lord and Blameless Creator, JESUS CHRIST. His 
Majesty reminds us all, that: “For my part, I glory in 
the Bible.”   

                                                     
3 In the Ethiopic, or GE’EZ, Didsqlya, and Didsqelya
meaning simply “the Doctrine,” or the Apostolic Teaching. According to the preface 
of the FETHA NAGAST, ït is the third book, or ancient reference source of the 
Copts or ancient Egyptian Christians, cf. page 6 of His Majesty’s English 
translation of the “Law of the [Ethiopian] Kings.”
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Therefore, this volume entitled: “ETHIOPIC 
DIDASCALIA, translated from the Ethiopic [Ge’ez 
language] by J.M. Harden” is being herein reprinted 
and republished in the faith, hopes and expectation of 
achieving the ultimate goal of disseminating our 
Divine Heritage, the Ancient Ethiopian culture, and 
the Root of Rastafari.  
The “ETHIOPIC DIDASCALIA,” contains the earliest 
and most faithful summary of the received precepts 
and traditions since the Apostle Phillip baptized the 
Ethiopian-Hebrew Eunuch, as recorded in the ACTS 
OF THE APOSTLES, Chapter Eight, Verses 26 – 39.  
Kindly consider this book as a beginning, or for some 
– a continuation, of that journey of re-discovery. As 
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY HAILE SELASSIE FIRST has 
wisely and succinctly said, “EDUCATION IS THE 
KEY!”

THE LION OF JUDAH SOCIETY,                    
Ministry of Education & Fine-Arts 
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SELECTED UTTERANCE OF HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY 
HAILE SELASSIE THE FIRST

The Bible Speech
“WE IN ETHIOPIA have one of the oldest versions of 
the Bible, but however old the version may be, in 
whatever language it might be written, the Word 
remains the same, It transcends all boundaries of 
empires and all conceptions of race. It is eternal. 

“No doubt you all remember reading in the Acts of 
the Apostles how Philip baptized the Ethiopian 
official. He is the first Ethiopian on record to have 
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followed Christ, and from that day onwards the Word 
of God has continued to grow in the hearts of 
Ethiopians. And I might say for myself that from 
early childhood I was taught to appreciate the Bible, 
and my love for it increases with the passage of 
time.......

“Because of this personal experience in the goodness 
of the Bible, I was resolved that all my countrymen 
should also share its great blessing, and that by 
reading the Bible they should find truth for 
themselves. Therefore I caused a new translation to 
be made form our ancient language into the language 
which the old and the young understood and spoke. 

“Today man sees all his hopes and aspirations 
crumbling before him. He is perplexed and knows not 
whither he is drifting. But he must realize that the 
Bible is his refuge and the rallying point for all 
humanity. In it man will find the solution to his 
present difficulties and guidance for this future 
action, and unless he accepts with clear conscience 
the Bible and its great message, he cannot hope for 
salvation. For my part I glory in the Bible.” 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































